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Abstract 
Mathematical models have been widely used to understand, predict, or optimize many complex physical processes, 
from semiconductor pharmaceutical design to large-scale applications such as global weather models to astrophysics. 
In particular, simulation of environmental effects of air polution is extensive. Here we address the need for using similar 
models to understand the fate and transport of groundwater contaminants and to design in situ remediation strategies. 
Three basic problem areas must be addressed in the modeling and simulation of the flow of groundwater contamination. 
One must first obtain an effective model to describe the complex fluid/fluid and fluid/rock interactions that control the 
transport of contaminants in groundwater. This includes the problem of obtaining accurate reservoir descriptions atvarious 
length scales and modeling the effects of this heterogeneity in the reservoir simulators. Next, one must develop accurate 
discretization techniques that retain the important physical properties of the continuous models. Finally, one should develop 
efficient numerical solution algorithms that utilize the potential of the emerging computing architectures. We will discuss 
recent advances in each of these three areas. 
Keywords: Reservoir simulation; Mathematical models; Partial differential equations 
AMS classification: 65M60; 65N30 
I. Introduction 
The objective of reservoir simulation is to understand the complex chemical, physical, and fluid 
flow processes occurring in an underground porous media sufficiently well so as to be able to predict 
the fate and optimize remediation of groundwater contaminants. To do this, one must be able to 
predict the performance of the reservoir under various remediation schemes. In order to do this, a 
model of the reservoir and its flow processes must be constructed to yield information about the 
complex phenomena accompanying different remediation strategies. 
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There are four major stages to the modeling process. First, a physical model of the flow processes i
developed incorporating as much geology, chemistry, and physics as is deemed necessary to describe 
the essential phenomena. Second, a mathematical formulation of the physical model is obtained, 
usually involving coupled systems of nonlinear, time-dependent partial differential equations. Third, 
once the properties of the mathematical model, such as existence, uniqueness, and regularity of 
the solution, are sufficiently well understood, a discretized numerical model of the mathematical 
equations i  produced. A numerical model is determined that has the required properties of accuracy 
and stability and which produces olutions representing the basic physical features as well as possible 
without introducing spurious phenomena associated with the specific numerical scheme. Finally, a 
computer code capable of efficiently performing the necessary computations for the numerical model 
is developed. The total modeling process encompasses a pects of each of these four intermediate 
steps. 
Finally, the modeling process is not complete with one pass through these four steps. Once a 
computer code has been developed which gives concrete quantitative r sults for the total model, this 
output should be compared with corresponding measured observations of the physical process. If 
the results do not compare xtremely well, one should iterate back through the complete modeling 
process, changing the various intermediate models in ways to obtain better correlation between the 
physical measurements and the computational results. Often, many iterations of this modeling loop 
are necessary to obtain reasonable models for the highly complex physical phenomena describing 
contaminant remediation processes. 
The trends in reservoir modeling are contained in three broad topics: (1) obtaining better eservoir 
descriptions and incorporating these descriptions in reservoir simulators, (2) modeling the complex 
multiphase flow processes and developing accurate discretization schemes for these models, and (3) 
developing of algorithms that can exploit the potential parallelism of the parallel/vector a chitecture 
computers. We will briefly discuss major trends in each of these areas. 
2. Reservoir characterization 
The processes of both single- and multiphase flow involve convection, or physical transport, of 
the fluids through a heterogeneous porous medium. The equations used to simulate this flow at a 
macroscopic level are variations of Darcy's law. Darcy's law has been derived via a volume averaging 
of the Navier-Stokes equations, which govern flow through the porous medium at a microscopic or 
pore-volume l vel. Reservoirs themselves have scales of heterogeneity ranging from pore-level to 
field scale. In the standard averaging process for Darcy's law, many important physical phenomena 
which may eventually govern the macroscopic flow are lost. The further averaging of reservoir and 
fluid properties necessary to use grid blocks of the size of 10-102m in field-scale simulators further 
complicates the modeling process. We discuss certain techniques that are beginning to address these 
scaling problems. 
Many of the multiphase flow processes are characterized by the chemical and physical interaction 
of the fluids. Therefore, diffusion and dispersion are often critical to the flow processes and must 
be understood and modeled. Molecular diffusion is typically quite small. However, dispersion, or 
the mechanical mixing caused by velocity variations and flow through heterogeneous rock, can be 
extremely important and should be incorporated in some way in our models. We must also develop 
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accurate discretization schemes that can be applied effectively to problems with large transport and 
small dispersion. 
Since the mixing and velocity variations are influenced at all relevant length scales by the het- 
erogeneous properties of the reservoir, much work must be done in volume averaging of terms like 
porosity and permeability. Statistical methods have shown promise in this area [1, 55]. Statistical 
techniques are currently being considered to obtain effective permeability ensors for large-scale mod- 
els of flow through highly fractured media. However, if the fractures or field-scale heterogeneities 
are sufficiently large and can be identified, they should be incorporated in the model via special 
gridding and high permeability variations. The adaptive local grid-refinement techniques presented 
in this paper can be very valuable in these applications. 
The effects of dispersion in various flow processes have been discussed extensively in the literature 
(see e.g., [62, 76]). Russell and Wheeler [71] and Young [79] have given excellent surveys of 
the influence of dispersion and attempts to incorporate it in present reservoir simulators. Various 
terms which affect the length of the dispersive mixing zone include viscosity and velocity variations 
and reservoir heterogeneity. Much work is needed to quantify these effects and to obtain useful 
effective dispersion coefficients for field-scale simulators. The dispersion tensor has strong velocity 
dependence [27, 71]. The longitudinal dispersion is often an order of magnitude larger than the 
transverse dispersion. This variation enhances unstable flow regimes induced by viscosity differences 
and reservoir heterogeneity. Initial work on correlation of dispersion coefficients presented with 
statistical simulations was presented in [42]. 
Studies are currently underway to extend the global effective dispersion concept to multiphase flow 
in an analogous manner. Volume averaging [78] or stochastic approaches have been used effectively 
to develop governing equations for immiscible two phase flow. The dispersion tensor plays a key 
role in these developments. Langlo and Espedal [63] have shown that small scale spatial variations 
in multiphase flow can be modeled by a saturation dependent dispersion term. 
Although dispersion by itself is important for modeling fine-scale properties, effects of hetero- 
geneities with higher correlation length require first-order effective transport parameters. Fayers 
and Hewett [53] have a nice survey of these concepts. Also Glimm, Lindquist, and Sharp [56, 
57] have argued that the dispersion is not fully Fickian but can be described by macrodispersion 
concepts. 
3. Model equations for porous media flow 
Although the techniques that we discuss will apply equally well to the recovery of hydrocarbon 
and the transport of contaminants hrough the saturated or unsaturated soil zones, we will describe 
the multiphase flow processes in the terminology of transport of contaminants in groundwater. 
The simplest and the most popular is the model of fully saturated incompressible porous media. 
In this case the water (or the liquid) phase occupies the whole pore space and the flow is due to 
the nonuniform pressure distribution. The mathematical formulation is based on the mass balance 
equation and Darcy's law (see, e.g., [3, 61]): 
~7. (pu) :F  and u--  K(~7p-pg) ,  in f2, (1) 
/t 
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where u is the volumetric flux of water, F is the source or sink of fluid, p is the fluid density, K 
is the absolute permeability tensor, /~ is the dynamic fluid viscosity, p is the fluid pressure, and g 
is the acceleration vector due to gravity. 
Darcy's law provides a relation between the volumetric flux in the mass conservation equation and 
the pressure in the fluid. This relation is valid for viscous dominated flows which occur at relatively 
low velocities. 
The transport of a contaminant that is dissolved in the water is described by the following equation: 
O(Oc) 
0~ + ~7. (puc) - ~7. (OD~Tc) + flOc = G(c), in f2, t > 0. (2) 
Here c is the concentration of the contaminant, D is the dispersion tensor, fl is the reaction rate, 
0 = ~bp, q~ is the porosity, and G is the source/sink term. 
The form of the diffusion/dispersion tensor D is given by 
D = dmI + [u I [diE(u) + dt(I - E(u))] (3) 
where 
E i j (u ) -  bliuj tUl2 , (4) 
dm is the molecular diffusion coefficient, and d~ and dt are the longitudinal and transverse disper- 
sion coefficients, respectively. In general, dl ~ 10dt, but this may vary greatly with different soils, 
fractured media, etc. Also, the viscosity/t in Eq. (1) is assumed to be determined by some mixing 
rule, such as 
]2(C) = ].2o i1 _~_C ((]2~ss)l/4 )]-4 - 1 , (5 )  
where /~o is the viscosity of the resident fluid and /~s is the viscosity of the invading fluid. In 
addition to Eqs. (1) and (2), initial and boundary conditions are specified. The flow at injection and 
production wells is modeled in Eqs. (1) and (2) via point or line sources and sinks. 
When either an air or vapor phase or a nonaqueous phase liquid contaminant (NAPL) is present, 
the equations describing two phase, immiscible flow in a horizontal porous medium are given by 
c3(q~pwSw)ot ~7"(KPwlz?~7(pw-Pwg))=qwPw' xEf2, tEJ,  (6) 
c~(~paSa)-~7"(gPa~k~f~(Pa-Pag)) = q a p a ' O t  xEf2, t~J,  (7) 
where the subscripts w and a refer to the water and air phases respectively, S; is the saturation, pi 
the pressure, pi the density, kri the relative permeability,/tz he viscosity, and qi is the external flow 
rate, each with respect o the ith phase. The saturations sum to unity. 
One of the saturations can be eliminated; let Sw = 1 -Sa.  The pressure between the two phases 
is described by the capillary pressure 
pc(Sw) = pa - pw. (8) 
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Although formally, the equations presented in Eqs. (1) and (2) seem quite different from those in 
Eqs. (6) and (7), the latter system may be rearranged in a form which very closely resembles the 
former system. In order to use the same basic simulation techniques in our sample computations to
treat both miscible and immiscible displacement, we will follow the ideas of Chavent [ 11]. 
Let ~2 in R 3 represent a porous medium. The global pressure p and total velocity v formulation 
of a two-phase water (w) and air (a) flow model in ~ is given by the following equations [13]: 
~4'(P) Sac, + ~7.v -  o~ + q(x, Sw, p), xEf2 ,  t>0,  (9) 
v=-K2(~7p-G;~) ,  xEf2 ,  t > 0, (10) 
~Sw 04___(p) 
qS--~-- + ~7. (fwV - K2aqw6pg - D(Sw) • ~7Sw) = -S  + qw, w Ot 
XEf2, t > 0. (11) 
The global pressure and total velocity are defined by 
1 1 ~ 2a-  2W~Cd~ and V=Vw+Va,  (12) P:~(Pw+P, )+~ 2 
where pc(So) = O. 
Further, d/dt - ck(O/Ot) + Va/Sa • ~7, 2 = 2w + 2a is the total mobility, 2i = kri/IM i = w, a, is the 
mobility for water and air, and K is the absolute permeability tensor. 
The gravity forces G;. and capillary diffusion term D(S) are expressed as 
G - 2wPw + 2aPa ~ (13) 
2 g and D(Sw) = -K2afw a~w 
and the compressibility Ca and fractional flow of water fw are defined by 
1 dpa 2w 
Ca -- and fw = =-. (14) 
p, dp,  /t 
We note that in this formulation, the only diffusion/dispersion term is capillary mixing described by 
Eq. (13). 
The phase velocities for water and air, which are needed in transport calculations, are given by 
Vw = fwV + K2, fw ~7pc - K2afwbpg, 
Va ~--- fay - K2wfa~7pc + K2wf,6pg, (15) 
where f~ = 2~/2, e = w, a, and 6p = Pa--Pw. Within the groundwater literature, the pressure normally 
is scaled by the gravity potential function. Eq. (9) would then be given in terms of the pressure 
head. We should also note that if the Richards approximation, infinite mobility of air or Pa = 0, is 
valid, Eq. (8) can be replaced by p~(Sw) = -pw.  We may note that the phase velocity for air is 
given by Eq. (15) even if the Richards approximation is used. 
If F is the boundary of f2, general boundary conditions for Eqs. (9)-(11) can be given [13]. 
Normally the boundary conditions will be nonlinear functions of the physical boundary conditions 
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for the original two-pressure formulation [13]. This means that we may have to iterate on the 
boundary conditions as a part of the solution process. Our experience is that this does not cause 
problems. 
Both single- and multiphase codes used in our simulation utilize a physical dispersion tensor 
with different longitudinal and transverse terms. Although this is clearly natural for single-phase 
contaminant modeling, the local physics of multiphase flows does not normally involve a dispersion 
phenomena. However, via perturbation analysis, Espedal and Langlo have developed a natural disper- 
sion tensor arising from heterogeneous flow at larger length scales following the single phase work 
of Dagan [15]. Description of these concepts appear in Espedal et al. [25, 26, 63]. Furtado et al. [54] 
have stochastically arrived at a dispersion phenomenon with effects somewhere between transport 
and diffusion in origin. We feel that this corresponds to the need to match the gross permeability 
effects with first-order transport concepts and the finer-scale fingering with dispersion models. 
The equations presented above describe multiphase and multicomponent flow in porous media. 
They can be used to simulate various production strategies in an attempt to understand and possibly 
optimize hydrocarbon recovery or remediation strategies for contaminant removal. However, in order 
to use these equations effectively, parameters that describe the soil, rock and fluid properties for the 
particular eservoir application must be input into the model. The relative permeabilities, which are 
nonlinear functions of water saturation, can be estimated via laboratory experiments using reservoir 
cores and resident fluids. In the groundwater literature, often both the specific storativity, 0 = pwSw 
where Sw is the moisture content or water saturation, and the relative permeabilities are estimated 
using parameter fitting of certain function forms (see e.g., van Genuchten [72]). The popularity 
of van Genuchten fits comes from the fact that they produce smooth, differentiable functions that 
are easy to handle numerically. Similarly, fluid viscosities are relatively easy to obtain. However, 
the permeability tensor k, the porosity ~b, the capillary pressure curve pc(S), and the diffusion and 
dispersion coefficients are effective values that must be obtained from local properties via scaling 
techniques. In addition, the inaccessibility of the reservoir to measurement of even the local properties 
increases the difficulties. See [31, 38, 39, 64, 77] and the references contained therein for a survey 
of parameter estimation and history-matching techniques which have been applied. 
Even if complete information is known about the reservoir properties in a highly heterogeneous 
medium, the problem of how to represent this medium on coarse-grid blocks of different length 
scales still remains. The power of supercomputers must be brought to bear for simulation studies 
using homogenization and statistical averaging to represent fine-scale phenomena on coarser grids. 
4. Mixed methods for accurate velocity approximations 
There are two major sources of error in the methods currently being utilized for finite difference 
discretization of Eqs. (9)-(11). The first occurs in the approximation of the fluid pressure and 
velocity. The second comes from the techniques for upstream weighting to stabilize Eq. (11). In 
this section, we describe mixed finite element methods for the accurate approximation of the total 
velocity yr. Some alternate upstream-weighting techniques developed from a finite element context 
were presented in Ewing et al. [34]. 
Among the disadvantages of the conforming discretizations are the lack of local mass conservation 
of the numerical model and some difficulties in computing the phase velocities needed in the transport 
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and saturation equations. The straightforward numerical differentiation is far from being justifiable in 
problems formulated in a highly heterogeneous medium with complex geometry. On the other hand, 
the mixed finite element method [8] offers an attractive altemative. In fact, this method conserves 
mass cell by cell and produces a direct approximation of the two variables of interest--pressure 
and velocity. Below we explain briefly the mixed finite element method for the pressure quation. 
To describe the mixed method we introduce two Hilbert spaces. Let 
W --- Lz(Q), V -- {q9 E L2((2) 3, V'' q~ E L2((2)}, 
and let the space V be equipped with the norm 11~o]1V = (][q~H2+ [IV'. q)[[2) 1/2. The inner product 
and the norm in L2(~2) are denoted by (., .) and ]l. ]1, respectively. For the sake of simplicity, (., .) 
and []. ]] are also used as the inner product and norm, respectively, in the product space L2((~) 3. 
The pressure equation is written in the following mixed weak form: find (p,v) E W × V such 
that 
(Av, q~) - (p ,v ' .q~)  = (G;~,qg), VqgE V, t > O, 
(C(p, Sw)p , ,~)+(v ' .v ,~b)=( f (p ,  Sw),~), V~E W, t > 0, (16) 
p(0) E L2(f2) is the given initial pressure. 
Here C(p, Sw) = Sac,, Pt = Op/~t and A = (K2) -1 as in Eqs. (9) and (10). We note that A is 
always symmetric and positive definite which leads to a well defined problem. This is in contrast 
to Eq. (6) or (7) where the relative permeability kr~ vanishes when the phase a is absent in some 
subregion of f2. We note that if there were nonhomogeneous boundary conditions on Of 2 they should 
be added to the right-hand side ( f (p ,  Sw),~). Corresponding changes in the bilinear forms in the 
left-hand side should be introduced in the case of Robin boundary conditions. Obviously Eq. (16) 
forms a nonlinear problem. To solve it one can use Picard linearization (see, e.g., [12]) or any other 
feasible approach. 
We triangulate the domain f2 in tetrahedra with characteristic diameter h. Next we introduce the 
finite element spaces Wh c W and Vh C V of piecewise polynomials with respect o the triangulation 
and time discretization t, = nAt, n = 0, 1 , . . . .  The mixed finite element approximation (P", V") 
E Wh × Vh of (p(tn),u(tn)) E W × V is the solution of the following problem: 
(A"V",~Oh)- (V'. qgh,P") = (G~,~Oh), Vqgh E Vh, 
1 
-~(C" (P" -P" - ' ) ,~h)+(V ' '  V",~bh)=(f" ,~) ,  V~hE Wh, (17) 
pOE Wh is expressed through given initial data. 
This is an implicit in time Euler approximation of a nonlinear problem which can be solved by 
Picard or Newton iterations. Obviously, one can formulate asily the Crank-Nicolson scheme. 
The resulting system of linear equations has the form of a saddle point problem defined on a pair 
of finite dimensional spaces Wh and Vh: 
V" (5) 
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where F C Vh and G C Wh are given and pn E Wh and V n E Vh represent the unknown approximate 
solution on the time level t,. Here A: Vh ~-+ Vh is a linear symmetric, and positive definite operator. 
In addition, the linear map B ~ : Wh ~ Vh is the adjoint of B : Vh ~-~ Wh. D : Wh ~-+ Wh is either 
(1 /At )M with M similar to the mass matrix in Wh for time-dependent problems or 0, for steady 
state problems. The existence and uniqueness of a solution is guaranteed by the fact that the pair of 
spaces (Wh, Vh) satisfies the inf-sup condition of Babu~ka-Brezzi [8]. 
This is an indefinite system with a large number of unknowns. Such type of systems is more 
difficult to solve compared with the definite systems. However, the popularity of mixed methods has 
increased considerably as a consequence of the progress made in recent years in developing efficient 
methods for solving these equations (see e.g., [5, 7, 14, 43, 51, 52, 67]). 
We use mixed method techniques for accurately approximating the total velocity v. The transport 
Eq. (11 ) requires a phase velocity in regimes where two-phase flow occurs. Ewing and Heinemann 
[33, 32] discussed finite element weightings of the pressure obtained from standard finite difference 
codes for compositional simulation that resulted in significantly better phase velocities than via stan- 
dard upstream-weighting methods. These finite element weightings are similar to the mixed method 
ideas presented above, but can be implemented even more easily in existing reservoir simulation 
codes. 
Clearly, the accuracy of the fluid velocities that govern the advection of the fluids is a limiting 
factor in large-scale simulations. Ewing et al. [37] have shown that along certain lines, the fluid 
velocities are considerably more accurate than in general, and have quantified this superconvergence 
phenomenon. Since these loci of higher accuracy correspond to Gauss points which are used for 
quadrature points in the simulation codes, we can take advantage of this greater accuracy without 
any extra computation from post processing. This observation allows considerably greater accuracy 
on coarse grids. 
Since many flow phenomena re highly localized, the coarse grids dictated by the storage re- 
quirements of the supercomputer a e often not capable of resolving the physics of flow, and local 
grid refinement techniques, which are discussed in detail in Section 6, must be utilized. Special 
methods are required to maintain the efficiency of the code while incorporating the local refine- 
ment. Ewing et al. [35] and Ewing and Wang [51] have analyzed the accuracy and efficiency 
of the use of local grid refinement in the context of mixed methods. Some superconvergence is 
retained (theoretically and computationally), again along predictable lines associated with Gauss 
points. 
5. Operator-splitting techniques 
In finite difference simulators, the convection is stabilized via upstream-weighting techniques. In 
a finite element setting, we use a possible combination of a modified method of characteristics and 
Petrov-Galerkin techniques to treat the transport separately in an operator-splitting mode. 
In multiphase or multicomponent flow models, the convective, hyperbolic part is a linear function 
of the velocity. An operator-splitting technique has been developed to solve the purely hyperbolic 
part by time stepping along the associated characteristics [21, 41, 40, 68]. We first obtain the 
nondivergence form of Eq. (2) with 0 = 1 by using the product rule for differentiation on the gT. uc 
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term and applying Eq. (1) to obtain 
Oc 
dp-~ + u . ~7c - ~7 . D~Tc = q(6 - c) . (19) 
Next, the first and second terms in Eq. (19) are combined to form a directional derivative along 
what would be the characteristics for the equation if the tensor D were zero. The resulting equation 
is 
0c •c (20) ~7 . (D~7c) + q(6 -  c) = (a-~ + u . ~7c =_ (9 ~z . 
The system obtained by modifying Eqs. ( I ) - (3 )  in this way is solved sequentially. An approximation 
for u is first obtained at time level t = t n from a solution of Eqs. (1) and (2) with the fluid viscosity 
/t evaluated via some mixing rule at time level : - i .  Eqs. (1) and (2) can be solved as a mixed 
finite element method for a more accurate fluid velocity as in the last section. Let Cn(x) and U"(x)  
denote the approximations of c(x, t) and u(x, t), respectively, at time level t = t". The directional 
derivative is then discretized along the "characteristic" mentioned above as 
()~(x,t~c ") ~ dp C"(c) - AtC" ~(2 "-l ), (21) 
where ~"-~ is defined for an x as 
U"(x)At  
~,-1 =x  (22) 
This technique is a discretization back along the "characteristic" generated by the first-order deriva- 
tives from Eq. (20). Eqs. (21) and (22) are useful if the characteristics do not change much in each 
time step. In general, several "micro" steps may be necessary to accurately trace the characteristic 
back through a full time step. Although the advection-dominance in the original Eq. (20) makes it 
non-self-adjoint, the form with directional derivatives is self-adjoint and discretization techniques for 
self-adjoint equations can be utilized. This modified method of characteristics an be combined with 
either finite difference or finite element spatial discretizations. 
In multiphase flow, the convective part is nonlinear. A similar operator-splitting technique to 
solve Eq. (11) needs reduced time steps because the pure hyperbolic part may develop shocks. An 
operator-splitting technique has been developed for multiphase flows [16-18, 22-24] which retains 
the long time steps in the characteristic solution without introducing serious discretization errors. 
When gravity terms are ignored and the porosity of the porous media does not change with time, 
in Eq. (11 ), the operator splitting gives the following set of equations: 
~S ~fm( , )  ~7~(9~ O, (23) • = 
(~75 -~- ~7 . (bm(S)S) __ ~7 . (D(S)~TS) = q(x,t),  (24) 
tm <~t <<.tm+~, together with proper initial and boundary conditions. As noted earlier, the saturation S
is coupled to the pressure/velocity equations, which will be solved by mixed finite element methods 
described in the last section. 
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The splitting of the fraction flow function into two parts: fro(S) q- b(S)S, is constructed [23] such 
thatfm(s)  is linear in the shock region, O~S<<.S1 < 1, and b(S) - 0 for $1 ~<S~<I. Further, Eq. 
(23) produces the same unique physical solution after a shock has been completely formed as 
~S 
O----t q- ~7 . (fro(S) q- b(S)S) = 0 (25) 
with an entropy condition imposed. This means that, for a fully developed shock, the characteristic 
solution of Eq. (23) always will produce a unique solution and, as in the single-phase case, we may 
use long time steps At without loss of accuracy. 
The solution of Eq. (24) via variational methods leads to the following Petrov-Galerkin equations: 
B( S'~, qgi ) = ( q~S'~ +', q~ ) - ( Atb( x, tm)s~ +', ~7q~ ) + ( AtD( x, tm) ~TS'~ +', ~7q9~ ) 
m xtm =(gh(  , ),~Pi), i= l ,2 , . . . ,N ,  S~EMh,  q~iENh, (26) 
where Mh and Nh are the trial and test spaces panned by {Oi} and {q~i}, i = 1,2 . . . . .  N, respectively. 
B(., .) given by Eq. (26) is an unsymmetrical bilinear form with spatially dependent coefficients. 
In order to obtain Eq. (26), we have used the characteristic solution from Eq. (23) to approx- 
imate (3/#r)S and the nonlinear coefficients in Eq. (24). The nonsymmetry in the bilinear form 
B(.,.) is caused by the nonlinearity of the convective part of the equation, represented by the term 
b(S)S. This term balances the diffusion forces in the shock region after a traveling front has been 
established. 
We want to use numerical techniques which work well for the symmetric, oercive, bilinear forms 
to solve Eq. (26). We consider a procedure, developed by Barrett and Morton [2], which symmetrizes 
the bilinear form B(.,-) by defining a new set of test functions as follows: 
B(Sm, cpi)= (ak ,~sm,  ~-~lOi) ~ B*(Sm, Oi ), 0<ak,  <K.  (27) 
The test functions ~oi defined by Eq. (27) have nonlocal support and would thus cause serious 
computational difficulties for large-scale problems. However, a localization procedure was developed 
by Demkowitz and Oden [20] which allows efficient computational procedures. The procedure has 
been modified [16-18] and will be presented below. 
Let 0~ denote the usual linear basis functions in one dimension: 
0, Xo <<.x<~x~_l, 
0i(x)= (x -  xi)/(xi - xi-l), xi-l <~x<<.xi, (28) 
(Xi+ 1 - -  X) / (X i+ 1 - -  X i ) ,  X i ~X ~Xi+ l ,  
O, Xi+ 1 ~X~X1,  
and let ai be the second order polynomial given by 
(X  - -  Xi__ 1 ) (X  - -  X i ) / (X  i - -  Xi__ 1 )2  Xi-- 1 ~X ~Xi ,  
a~(x) = - (x  - x~)(x - xi+l ) /(xi+l - x~) 2, xi <<.x <~xi+l. 
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In [16], Dahle demonstrated that a suitable choice of test functions associated with the trial space 
spanned by the function presented in Eq. (28) was given by 
O, X O~x~xi -1 ,  
Oi + ci- lai,  Xi-l <<.x<~xi, (29) 
~oi = O~ + e'a~, x~ ~x <~Xi+l, 
O, Xi+ 1 ~ X, 
where 
c/3(  
and/3 ~ is a local mesh P6clet number defined over element i: 
hb i ~ i 
D i 
D i and b ~ denote averages over element i of the diffusion coefficient and the transport coefficient 
respectively. 
If we choose bilinear elements panned by the trial functions Oij(x) = Oi(x)Ofiy), the obvious 
extension of these test functions to two spatial dimensions is given by 
dp~(x) = [Oi(x) + c(o'i(x)] • [0j(y) + c/o-j(y)], (31 ) 
where c/, k = 1,2, is defined by (30) with respect o the local mesh P6clet number determined from 
the components of 
and O- - (  Dll0 D220 ) b --- [bl, b2] 
such that 
k= 1,2, (32) 
and (.)1 again denotes ome sort of average over element I. 
We observe that these test functions are severely skewed in the shock region. Away from the 
shock, b(x)  = 0, and the trial and test functions coincide. We emphasize that the test function given 
in Eq. (31 ) is constructed to stabilize the solution around sharp shocks, where the solution is mainly 
determined by B(.,.). Away from the shock region, where the asymmetric transport erm is zero, it 
may be necessary to construct optimal test functions with respect o the complete symmetric bilinear 
form B*(., .), given by Eq. (27). Demkowitz and Oden [20] have constructed optimal localized test 
functions for such problems. Although we will not pursue the problem further here, we note that 
their test functions may be convenient to use away from the shock region. 
Since the bilinear form B(.,.) is coercive, we obtain optimal approximation properties in the norms 
defined by the form. For computational reasons, it may be better to use an approximate form of the 
optimal test function qSi. An estimate for the error introduced by an approximate symmetrization of
B(., .) is given by Barrett and Morton [2]. 
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It seems natural to relate the size of the coarse domains to the solution of the pressure-velocity 
equation as in [22], since the velocity varies slowly and defines a natural long space scale com- 
pared to the variation of the saturation S at a front. A local error estimate which determines if a 
coarse-grid block must be refined, is given in reference [22]. Normally, local refinement must be 
performed if a fluid interface is located within the coarse-grid block in order to resolve the so- 
lution there. A slightly different strategy is to make the region of local refinement big enough so 
that we can use the same refinements for several of the large time steps allowed by the method. 
The local grid-refinement s rategy combined with the operator splitting is defined in the literature 
[16-18, 23-25]. The solution at each of the coarse-grid vertices and the local refinement calcu- 
lation may be sent to separate processors to achieve a high level of parallelism in the solution 
process. 
The difficult problem with these techniques i the communication f the solution between the fine 
and coarse grids. The domain decomposition technique described in [63] gives accurate and efficient 
treatment of the communication problem. 
Unfortunately, the modified method of characteristics techniques described above generally do 
not conserve mass. Also, the proper method for treating boundary conditions in a conservative and 
accurate manner using these techniques i not obvious. Recently, M.A. Celia, T.F. Russell, I. Herrera, 
and the author have devised Eulerian-Lagrangian localized adjoint methods (ELLAM) [10, 60], a 
set of schemes that are defined expressly for conservation of mass properties. 
The ELLAM formulation was motivated by localized adjoint methods [9, 58], which are one form 
of the optimal test function methods discussed above [2, 18, 20, 23]. We briefly describe these 
methods. Let 
Lu= f, x E ~ or (x,t) E ~2, (33) 
denote a partial differential equation in space or space-time. Integrating against a test function qS, 
we obtain the weak form 
f Ludpdco = f fOdo.~. (34) 
If we choose test functions ~b to satisfy the formal adjoint equation L*~b = 0 and ~b = 0 on the 
boundary, except at certain nodes or edges denoted by 4, then integration by parts (the divergence 
theorem in higher dimensions) yields 
uL* 4)d o = £ f4 dco. (35) 
Various different test functions can be used to focus upon different ypes of information. Herrera has 
built an extensive theory around this concept; see [58] for references. The theory is quite general 
and can deal with situations where distributions do not apply, such as when both u and ~b are 
discontinuous. 
As in the work of Demkowitz and Oden [20], we want to localize these test functions to maintain 
sparse matrices. Certain choices of space-time test functions which are useful for linear equations 
of the form (2) have been described in [20, 69]. 
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We next extend the ELLAM techniques to the nonlinear multiphase flow equations (see e.g., [19, 
29, 59, 69, 70]). We consider the divergence form of the multiphase flow equation given by Eq. 
(11) with ~b assumed constant in time and ignoring the gravity term for simplicity: 
LS=_q50S+ Fr.(fwV)- FT.DFrS=qw, xEf2, tEJ, (36) ~t 
(fwv-DFTS) "v=h, xE~f2, tEJ, (37) 
where v is the outward unit normal to the boundary 0f2. Let S = f2×J denote the space-time domain. 
Then we obtain a weak formulation of Eq. (36) by integrating against a test function w = w(x, t). 
This yields a weak form, fz(LS)w dx dt = fz qw dx dt. We obtain the specific equation 
L f 4~(Sw),dtdx + f f ~7"(fwv-D~TS)wdt~ 
- fs(qbSwt+ fwV" FTw)dxdt= fsqwwdxdt. 
+ fzDFTS • Frwdxdt 
(38) 
Then, as in [70], we begin to study the time dependence of the potentially useful test functions by 
looking at a semidiscrete scheme on the time interval jn+~ = [t n, tn+l] or over the space time region 
~n+l = f2 × jn+l. By applying the divergence theorem to (38), we obtain 
L ~)s(x, tn+l)w(x, tn+l)dx~- fzn+ D~TS' ~Twdxdt-~- fj .. if2 (fwl3- D~7S)'VWdGdt 
- ~,,+ (49Swt + fwV. ~7w)dxdt = ~ 49S(x,t")w(x, tn)dx+ ~,,+ qwwdxdt. (39) 
In order to consider the ELLAM formulation from [ 10] directly, we should look for solutions of 
the adjoint to treat the term of the form 
fs SL*wdxdt = O. (4O) 
J J+ I 
Since L is not a linear operator, we must perform some linearizations before we apply the analogue 
of Eq. (40) to treat the fourth term in Eq. (39). 
Motivated by [22], we define { 1, 
- (41) 
f ( s )s  + c, s '  <<.s <<. l, 
( - ) 
where S ~ is the top saturation of an established front, 
and 
r=~s(S')S'  (42) 
(1 - r )  
c= l  (1 - S ' ) "  (43)  
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This is the piecewise linearization of fw using the top saturation of the established front and its 
value fw(S l). Then, we define b(s) by the difference of fw and fS .  Thus, 
fw = f (S )S  -f- b(S)S. (44) 
For O<~S<~SI,b(S)S is an antidiffusive term causing the fronts to tend to sharpen. For S 1 ~<S~< 1, 
b(S)S is a diffusive term. Using these definitions, the fourth term in Eq. (39) can be written as 
= (+w, + 7<=) +  xa, 
~-~,,+lS(~wt-Jf-flJ.~Tw) dxdt-Jf-i~,,+ SblJ.~wdxd,. (45) 
We cannot, in general, determine a test function w that satisfies dpwt +fv  • 17w = 0, even locally 
within each small space-time lement. However, we will make a choice of test functions that will 
make this term small. Analysis of the size of this term will be presented elsewhere. 
By choosing a test function w(x,t) that is constant in time along the characteristics that define 
the moving Lagrangian frame of reference, we can make the first term in Eq. (45) small. If the 
test function were a standard chapeau basis function in the x-direction like that pictured in Fig. 1, 
it would also make second term in Eq. (39) small. This would be an effective test function if the 
second term on the right side of Eq. (45) were zero or were small. However, in many multiphase 
flow problems, the b(S)v term is not small and the use of characteristics has not symmetrized the 
form which is analagous to the form in Eq. (27). As above, the use of an upwinded form of the 
test function for constant x will efficiently treat the b term from Eq. (45) together with the D term 
from Eq. (39). 
We thus arrive at a choice of w(x, t) that is of the form of the test functions c~ij described in Eq. 
(31 ) for constant x and which are also constant along the characteristics determined by the directional 
derivative along ~ with f defined in Eq. (41). Using these test functions, our approximation scheme 
can be defined in the interior of the region on prisms as in [70]. For example, let (xi, yi) be a 
grid point in two dimensions; let f2ij = [Xi-l,Xi+z] x [Yi-~,y~+~] be the large rectangle surrounding 
(xi, Yi). Define wi,j(x, t"+i ) as the tensor product of upstream-weighted st functions ~b~(x)  ~b/(y) 
where 4Ji(x) and 49i(y) are given by Eq. (29). Let 27~ +1 be the prism obtained by tracing f2ij 
backward in time in the Lagrangian coordinates from t n+~ (head of the characteristic) to t" (foot of 
the characteristic). The basis test function wi/(x, t"+1 ) will be one at (xi, Yi, tn+l ), zero on the lateral 
boundary of S~ +1, ~b~(x)  dpj(y) on O~j at t "+1, and constant along backtracked characteristics. 
Therefore, if 27~ +l does not meet the boundary of the total space-time computational region, the 
approximation procedure can be defined in 277 +1 as follows: 
4JS(x,t"+l)w(x,t"+l)dx + J~,,+,(DI7S-b@"+I)vS) • 17w(x,t"+')dxdt 
= ~ dpS(x,t")w(x,t")dx + L qwwdxdt, (46) 
;, '2' 
where f2~ is the region at t" spanned by the feet of the characteristics whose heads are in f2~j and 
~,+1 is some approximation of S "+~ obtained by extrapolating values from earlier time levels. As 
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X 
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Xi-3 Xi-2 Xi-1 Xi Xi+l X 
Fig. 1. 
discussed in [69, 70], if the time integrals along the characteristics are approximated by a one-point 
backward Euler rule at t n+l, with At  = t n+l - t ~, we obtain the modified method of characteristics 
(MMOC) [20, 68] formulation presented in Eq. (23). 
Differences between ELLAM and MMOC for linear partial differential operators have been dis- 
cussed in [69, 70]. These comparisons also apply in the nonlinear problems considered here. Ref- 
erence [70] also contains excellent discussions of the errors involved in numerical integration along 
the characteristics via various tracking algorithms when the coefficients are spatially dependent, and 
for the terms arising when the adjoint equation is not completely satisfied. 
Since one motivation for considering ELLAM instead of MMOC techniques was to obtain more 
accurate treatment of the boundary conditions, we next extend our previous treatment of these terms 
for constant coefficients to the nonlinear case. 
As was discussed earlier, the number of test functions intersecting the computational boundaries 
depend upon the Courant number; for this exposition, we assume it is between zero and one. At 
both inflow and outflow boundaries, this means that the third term on the left-hand side of Eq. (39) 
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Fig. 2. 
is nonzero. At inflow boundaries, part of the integration at the base given by the first term on the 
right-hand side of Eq. (46) is gone and has been replaced by the inflow boundary term from Eq. 
(39). For outflow conditions, this replacement occurs with the first term on the left-hand side of 
Eq. (46), which involves unknowns. Thus, we will be required to obtain values for these degrees 
of freedom along the outflow boundary if mass is to be conserved. The analogue of Eq. (46) at an 
inflow boundary is 
fo dpS(x'tn+')w(x't'+l)dx + fz '+'(D~7S- b(s"+lvs)" ~7w(x't'+')dxdt 
+ fjj,,+, fo+(2wV - DVS) " vwdsdt 
= fo c~S(x,t')w(x,t')dx + fs,,+qwwdxdt, (47) 
,!j* 
where 8f2 + is the inflow boundary, and f2]* corresponds to the analogue of the interval from x0 
to x* in Fig. 2. This is the intersection of the prism for the test function tracked back along the 
characteristics with (2ij at time level t : t ". Again, an analogue for linear coefficients and a one-point 
temporal integration rule is presented in [70] along with specifics for various forms of the boundary 
conditions at both inflow and outflow boundaries. 
Recently ELLAM techniques have been extended to a wide variety of applications [19, 44-50, 
73-75]. Optimal order error estimates have been developed for advection [46], advection-diffusion 
[49, 74], advection-reaction [44-46, 48, 49, 75], and advection-diffusion-reaction [47, 73] systems. 
6. Adaptive grid-refinement techniques 
Many time-dependent fluid flow problems involve both large-scale processes and highly localized 
phenomena that are often critical to the overall chemical and physical behaviors of the flows. For 
large-scale applications, it is frequently impossible to use a uniform grid which is sufficiently fine to 
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resolve the local phenomena without yielding numbers of unknowns that will overburden even the 
largest of today's supercomputers. Since these local processes are often dynamic, efficient numerical 
simulation requires the ability to perform dynamic self-adaptive local grid refinement. The need for 
adaptive techniques has provided the impetus for the development of local grid-refinement software 
tools, some of which are used in day-to-day applications for small- to mid-size problems. Software 
and engineering tools capable of dynamic local grid refinement need to be developed for large-scale, 
fluid flow applications. The adaptive grid-refinement algorithms must also be closely matched with 
the architecture features of the new advanced computers to take advantage of possible vector and 
parallel capabilities. 
The local patch refinement techniques [4, 36, 66] have proved to be very effective for obtaining 
local resolution around fixed singular points such as wells in a reservoir. We will discuss the patch 
approximation technique in the context of local refinement around a point like a well. The major 
input and output from a reservoir in various production procedures is through wells. Hence, it is 
important to obtain an accurate approximation to the flow nearby. 
We will consider a simple example problem to illustrate our local refinement techniques. We want 
to approximate the pressure p of the fluid described by either Eq. (1) or Eq. (9). 
First, we consider the matrix A C, generated by a finite element or finite difference approximation 
of the Eqs. (1) or (9) using a coarse quasi-uniform esh. Let the solution P of the original coarse 
grid problem be decomposed in the form P = (PI,Pb,P2) T, where P1,P2, and Pb are the parts 
of the coarse-grid solution in two separate domains f2~, f22 and the intersection of the boundary 
of f2~ and f22, respectively. The corresponding decomposition of the matrix A c can be described 
in 
P2 AC2b AC22 P2 
We assume that a code exists or can be easily written to solve Eq. (48) for a quasi-uniform grid 
which can be highly vectorized to take advantage of the banded structure of the matrix ~" which is 
equivalent to A c except utilizing a standard lexicographical ordering of the unknowns. 
Next, assume that due to some identified localized process, grid refinement is desired in f22. Let 
P~ be the new approximation on the refined grid in f22 and Arr be the local matrix on ~c~ 2. Let Ab~ 
and Arb be the new connection matrices between the interface between f2~ and f22 and the refined 
grid on f22. Then, in order to maintain the sparsity of the composite grid matrix and a simple data 
structure obtained by concatonating Pr to P, we can write the composite matrix problem in the 
form 
2P= 
( 0 0 ) 
A~I ACbb 0 Mar 
O0 0 I 0 
Arb 0 Ar~ 
Pb = 
P2 
Pr \ f3  
(49) 
We note that the I on the diagonal of the matrix in Eq. (49) and the zeroes in the corresponding 
row, column, and right-hand side enforce the removal of P2 from the system without destroying the 
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relationship of 
c 
{ Acll A~b) (50) 
\A;1 Abb / 
to A c and hence ~c. 
Bramble et al. [4] defined a preconditioned conjugate gradient iterative procedure for the efficient 
solution of the composite problem in Eq. (49). The preconditioner involves two local solutions on 
the refined grid in f22 and one on the original coarse grid ~2 and yields of symmetric preconditioner. 
Below, we will describe a simpler iterative process which utilizes similar inversions on the refined 
grid f22 and the coarse grid f2. 
Given a previous iterate for Pb, denoted P~, we solve the local problem on f22 with Dirichlet 
conditions on the interface between f21 and 02 (given by ArbPb): 
Pnr = AL l ( f3  - ArbP~). (51) 
This problem can be solved exactly or approximately b  some iterative technique. This step could 
be considered as the first part of a block Gauss-Seidel iterative procedure for the solution of Eq. 
(48). The next step would be to use the approximation for Pfl and then invert the block Eq. (50) 
to obtain an approximation for P~ and P~. Since this block involves a complex region and may not 
be well-conditioned, we use an alternate solution method which involves a preconditioner, denoted 
by B, for the composite matrix .4. 
Using B, we define, for each iterate n and an iteration parameter ~, 
P"+' = P° + -2P"). (52) 
Let Q be the residual vector given by 
f t - A~IP~ - A~bP~, Q~ 
~C _ .~pn = 2 A~btP~ - A~bbP~ -- AbrP; =_ . 
\ f3  A rbP; -- A rrPr n Q~ 
(53) 
Next, we solve the original coarse grid problem 
A c wn+l  n -1  n " b = Q2 - AbrArr Q4 (54) 
Wff +1 0 
(or its rearranged equivalent problem using ~c to take advantage of banding of ~c) for W( +l and 
W~ +l . We have simply inverted the matrix (50) in an efficient and vectorizable manner. Then, using 
W~ +l, we complete the block Gauss-Seidel analogy on Eq. (49) and obtain W7 +~ by solving 
ArrWrn+l Q4 ArbW~+l. (55) "c 
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Finally, from Eq. (52), we set 
/ / 0 " 
\P; w; 
Since this algorithm only requires two separate solutions of mixed problems on the subregions 
(each subregion problem possibly being solved via a different parallel processor) and one solution 
on the original, uniform coarse grid, it is relatively easy to perform. Similarly, no complex data 
structure is required, and the algorithm can be implemented in existing large-scale codes without 
severely disrupting the solution process. Promising numerical results for the algorithm have appeared 
[4, 36]. These results have also been extended to more general reservoir simulation problems in a 
paper by Ewing et al. [30]. 
As stated, the algorithm in its most general form involves two separate solutions on the subregions 
at each step. This iterative procedure is uniformly well-conditioned for finite element procedures such 
as those used in this paper or point-centered finite difference methods, but not for cell-centered finite 
differences [36]. For discretizations arising from cell-centered finite difference methods, a scaling 
of the iteration via the parameter ~ in (52) may be necessary. The use of the algorithm as a pre- 
conditioner [4] for another iterative procedure such as conjugate gradient also involves two distinct 
solutions on the subregions at each step. This comes from the desire to have a symmetric precon- 
ditioner of the form B(., .) which is important for conjugate gradient methods. As has been pointed 
out in [65], the FAC algorithm [66] involves only one subregion solution per iteration. See Mandel 
and McCormick [65] for a comparison of FAC, the symmetric BEPS [4] preconditioner and the 
algorithm presented here and their theories. 
By considering the domain decomposition techniques presented by Bramble et al. [6] that led to 
this algorithm, we can see that if the subregion problems (in Eq. (51) and its sequels with updated 
guesses for P~) are solved exactly, then Qg in Eqs. (53) and (54) is identically zero and the iterative 
method presented here requires only one subregion solution per iteration (from Eq. (55)). Preliminary 
computations indicate that if the subregion problem is solved iteratively with its own preconditioner, 
the full algorithm with two subregion solves will converge faster than the version with one subregion 
solve for some problems. Iterative solution of the unrefined region causes no difficulty with either 
version of the algorithm. This is an important consideration for the reservoir simulation applications 
when iterative solution of the unrefined problem is essential due to their size, since direct solution 
of the refined region problems is usually not possible. 
Adaptive grid-refinement techniques utilizing patch techniques have been presented in several 
surveys (e.g., see [28]). The patch techniques have been incorporated efficiently in existing multiphase 
industrial reservoir simulation codes. Results for the SPE Comparison projects number 1 and 2 were 
presented in [30]. The local refinement was both efficient and effective since excellent results were 
obtained without destroying the efficiency of the original codes. 
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